BUSINESS TALK

“We need to grow many folds and create our space in the market”Mehul Surkatha
Space office systems (I) is one of the leading distributors located in Mumbai and having its branches in
Pune and Ahmedabad .They are in this business since 1994 and during this tenure, have established themselves in this industry as a channel friendly organization with large satisfied customer base. a&s India
chats up with Mehul Surkatha, Space Office Systems-Channel Partner of Matrix who reveals that growth
across channels is their key focus in the years ahead.
tired by cheap manufacturers.

Mehul Surkatha, Space Office SystemsChannel Partner of Matrix

In your opinion, what is the state of
security industry in India and what
is the trend you see in the space?
Security industry is very rapidly
moving towards IP and working to
bring all reputed manufacturers on the
common platform for better integration and solution for the customer.
Which market are you targeting?
We are targeting mid-large corporate segment which are conscious
on quality and have multiple branch
offices.
What is the advantage of Matrix
products vis-à-vis the competition?
Matrix is extremely a quality oriented manufacturer; entire manufacturing happens in India. With key
strengths like strong R&D, production,
distribution and after sales support,
Matrix has created its own niche in the
market. Matrix offers reliability and
peace of mind to customers who are

What is your marketing and channel strategy?
We have products which are robust;
we keep immediate material availability, followed by excellent support to
our customers and channel associates.
After doing all this we need not follow
any strategy, after all we provide all
ingredients which are required by the
market and channel.
What is your support strategy?
We have local 24x7 support engineers who visit customers at
their site for all programming and
customization purpose. Matrix also
has its support engineers for assisting
partners and now we have taken a step
further to have on field support team
and pre-sales team to provide all the
possible sales and after sales support
to partners.
What are the challenges that you are
currently facing in India?
Currently the biggest challenge
faced by us is from the suppliers
who source their products from cheap
manufacturers based out of country.
Hence get a price advantage. India being a cost conscious market and Matrix
being a quality conscious company;
challenges become stronger.
How much of growth are you
expecting this year and are you also

expecting any business from the overseas market?
Being new in this security industry;
we cannot talk about % growth. We
need to grow many folds and create
our space in the market..
How Space Office Systems and Matrix’s alliance is shaping-up?
SOSIPL is an organization totally
committed to its customers with effective and customized solutions offering unmatched service support. Today
SOSIPL has a manpower of more than
125 people and a turnover over of
25cr aspiring for future growth. The
Association of SOSIPL with Matrix
Comsec is more than 12 years old, and
they have been promoting Matrix
products in mumbai region. Being a
consistent performer and always in
sync with matrix policies and philosophy, SOSIP has been able to establish
Matrix as a premium brand in mumbai
region. Channel friendly attitude and
zeal to have maximum market share
has made this association very much
successful. In spite of all the up and
downs in the industry or the product,
SOSIPl and Matrix have always been
together to create its own niche in
the market place. It has been strongly
looking forward to all the security
products of Matrix and creating its
deserving place in the mumbai market.
Finally, SOSIPL with its own reach
and good will in the market thrust to
create a strong channel network for
Matrix products
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